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In traditional court statistics for measuring criminality only rates had 
been used beside absolute figures, thus dynamic rates for analysing time 
series and distribution rates for structural analysis and, only exceptional­
ly, some crude and net criminality rates. Although these indices are also 
indispensable in the many-sided s tudy of criminality, still they do not 
express the qualitative elements, they do not indicate the  effects of 
changes in law or those of modifications in regulation, as well as the  a lte­
rations of the qualitative structure of criminality either. The weight of 
the crime is not asserted either in the number of committed crimes known 
or in the number of perpetrators or in the number of validly convicted. 
I f  the complex analysis of criminality is desired, beside the above indices 
also such ones are needed which cover the individual crimes weighted with 
their social danger. This need arose both in Hungarian and in foreign cri­
minal research, and led to the acceptance of averages and indices in 
analysing criminality.
l)i the foreign literature especially the  index of Selling-Wolfgang 
aroused the professional interest and debateresp.. The essence of the me­
thod is the scoring of the relative weights of the individual crimes on the 
basis of certain objective factors (the manner of committing, use of 
weapons, damage caused, etc.) and summing the scores to rank them. In 
the scoring the moral value-judgement of the society manifests itself: it 
was performed by university students, police officers and professional 
judges, among others. ' This method was essentially an interview covering 
not too great number of crimes.
On the basis of the Sellin-Wolfgang method researches were perform­
ed in several countries in order to measure the weight of criminality, t ry ­
ing also to make comparisons among various countries. Several authors 
deal with the problem of usability of the method, too.'- G. N. G. Rose 
criticizes the Sellin-Wolfgang indices because the groups used in the scor­
ing had been rather heterogeneous, and thus the classification and the 
construction of the indices are unstable. In his opinion it is very important 
th a t  criminologists using these indices should be aware of the faults or 
insufficiences of the research procedure and method applied."
In his recent study also Sz. Sz. Osztromnov speaks on the necessity of 
criminality indices, revising hereby ins earlier view on tlie applicability 
of index method and, in general, methods of mathematics and cibernetics. 
He deams necessary to introduce such indices which enable to determine 
the dynamics of criminality with respect, of the degree of the socialdangcr 
of the individual crimesd
In Hungarian research criminality indices respectively aggregates 
created by weighting the crimes have been applied in two directions:
1. in complex measuring the structure of criminality:
2. in studying the practice of imposing punishment.
As for myself having begun to deal with criminality indices^ more 
than ten years ago started  from the consideration that the essence of the 
index method is that it does not measure only the complex effect of the 
factors influencing the pattern of the phenomena but it also enables to 
separate the effects of the various factors and to analyse them individual­
ly — similarly to the method of standardization. Thus, the application of 
the index method in court statistics — by constructing indicators measur­
ing both complexly and scparatcdly the changes in judicial practice — 
significantly promotes the study of criminality as in the criminality in­
dices also the weights of the crimes arc manifested.
In order to indicate criminality 1 have used — on the analogy of 
economic indices —
7, — criminality index
measuring simultaneously the volume of criminality and the changes of 
judicial practice:
/, — volume index
measuring the volume of criminality, and 
index of penal policy
reflecting the development of judicial policy and practice resp..
Basis problem in the course of defining these three indices is to deter­
mine the weights indicating the social danger of the various crimes.
The construction of the system ot weights
As it is evident from the above said, the starting point of the index 
calculation is the determination of a system of weights for each crime. The 
index is suitable for measuring total criminality only if the individual 
weights well characterize the individual crimes and they express the mea­
sure of the damage and injury resp. caused by them, that  is the weights 
are proportionate to the social danger of the crime committed.
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'Die shaping of a system of weight can be made
n ) theoreticaiiy or 
empirically.
In  my opinion both met hods should be based on the valid Pena) Code, 
as it does determine within the given social circumstances, in the given 
period the frames of penalizing the individua) crimes characterizing tints 
the scope of their socia) danger. According to my view, a statistician must 
not undertake to form a system of scoring independent from juristic policy 
and pena) practice, as ttiis would mean the formation of an independent 
pena) pokey and it would not regístrate the existing )ega))v regulated situ­
ation.
Developing a system of weights theoretically, a medium value should 
be determined on the basis of the penalties prescribed by the items of the 
Penal Code — which does not necessarily correspond to the arithmetical 
mean of the upper and lower limits of the penal item — and this medium 
value is considered as the weight of the crime.
The main difficulty of the application of this method is tha t  the law 
does not indicate only one. relatively narrow interval as the frame of the 
punishment for a crime, but taking into consideration the modifying 
circumstances several intervals — overlapping each other — are ordered, 
too.
If the official criminal statistics contained detailed da ta  on the 
individual ¡tenis of the paragraphs of the Penal Code, or a da ta  collection 
was performed not only for crimes but for their modified, qualified and 
privileged cases resp.. too. the theoretical estimation of the medium value 
could tie realized.
Idle empirical wav of constructing the system of weights is based on 
the sentences of the courts, thus it is built on the official court-statistics. 
As the court judges the social danger of the crime in the course of making 
a decision on the sentence, and establishes the legal consequences propor­
tionate to it — according to my opinion — the sentences of the courts 
offer reliable basis for weighting the crimes — at least in a court-statistical 
index system.
The svstem of weights based on the court statistics lias been winked 
out oil the basis of statistical da ta  of the courts for the years 1969 and 
197]. These years had been chosen with the consideration th a t  the so- 
called new 'penal novel" became valid on the 1st January  1972 (Legal 
order No 28 of 1971). and it would not be realistic to determine weights on 
the basis of a law recently modified when calculating indices for an earlier 
time series.
Court statistics include the following groups of types of penalty as 
principal penalty — in accordance with the valid Penal Code:
Penalty of death
Imprisonment — executable and suspended
Correctional-educational labour and
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Fine ns main penalty — within it: executable and suspended, and 
also by further distinction by the way whether the fine had been imposed 
at a hearing, or without a hearing in the from of a judge's penal order. For 
the  three later type of penalty statistics uses class-intervals for the quan- 
t itv  of the penalty.
When establishing a system of weights a uniform unit of measurement 
should be chosen in which to express the weight of all crimes and all types 
of penalty, f t  is obvious tha t  for imprisonment and correctional-educatio­
nal labour time span should be measured, while for fine the Forint is the 
unit, but in principal, the fitting of death-penalty into the system of 
weights means an unsolvable problem. As among penalties inflicted im­
prisonment represents the highest rate and significance, 1 applied the span 
of imprisonment as the basis of the system of weights — expressed in 
months. In my earlier investigations also the length of imprisonment has 
been consdidercd as the weight of the crime," however, in mv recent 
studies such models are applied with the help of which also other types of 
crimes can be built into the indices.
Court statistics distinguish 12 classintervals for the length of imprison­
ment. Replacing these class-intervals by an empirical mean (that does not 
equal to the mechanically calculated medium value of the intervals, but 
it is significantly lower in all categories), such "elementary weights" are 
gained which characterize the weight of the length of the penalty.
The 12 class-intervals used in official court-statistics anti the "ele­
mentary weights ' linked to them by me are the following:
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Weighting the "elementary weights" with the frequency of occurance 
for each crime we are calculating a weighted mathematical mean and get 
the weight of the crime. That means, the number of convicts who were 
sentenced to the i-th category of pena lty— for the sake of simplicity those 
whose penalty was executable within the category i — are denoted with 
the symbol a,. Penalties suspended will be considered later. Let the "ele­
mentary weight" of the i-th type of penalty — defined above — denoted
with then the weight of the crime can be calculated with the weighted 
mathematical m ean:
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where the summation includes all the 12 categories of the span of imprison­
ment.
No distinction has been made in determining the weight of the  im­
prisonment hv the type of the execution of imprisonment, i.e. whether it 
should be accomplished in a
penal servitude, 
solitary confinement , 
prison, or in a 
MR'*?
as the calculations cover the period before 1971, when the legal order 
order No 28 of 1971 was not valid yet.
For the length of correctional-educational labour statistics d istin­
guish four categories. As these spans cannot be regarded equal to the 
spans of imprisonment, a key of conversion was to be determined, in 
order to express the span ol correctional-educational labour in the unit of 
the span of imprisonment . The determinat ion of this key was made accord­
ing to the Penal Code § 44 (2) saying th a t  "a t  commuting the correctional- 
educational labour to  imprisonment, two days of the former equal to one 
day of imprisonment." Accepting the considerations of the law, the four 
class-intervals of the correctional-educational labour and their "elemen­
tary weights" are the following:
Statistics use two categories for fines: Ft 100— 1000, and one for Ft 
more than 1000. The commuting of fine to imprisonment is regulated by 
the law [§ 47 (2)] as follows: "instead of a fine of F t  25 — 200 one day of 
imprisonment is to be calculated." Imprisonment replacing fine cannot be 
less than one day and more than one year: accordingly, the category from 
F t  100 to 1000 can be commuted to 1 — 40 days, the category above F t  
1000 — being the upper limit of the fine F t  50 000 — into 5 days up to 
one year of imprisonment. Therefore the categories of fine and their 
"elementary weights" are the following:
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T)ie consi(teration of the suspended sentenecs raised a further ] not item. 
!t is obvious tiiat the same weight cannot be used as the "etementarv 
weight" of the executabtc penatty for the same ctass-intervats — as in 
significant [iart oftiie eases when penatties wit) not be executed. Therefore, 
the number of suspensions shoutd tie weighted with a vaiue indicating the 
stiare ot executed penatties from among ttic suspended ones. However, 
the officiat court-statistics docs not contain any data concerning the 
number of those whose penatty of tin- given year became executabtc in the 
fotlowing years: onty such da ta  are recorded which show the number of 
penalties from eaitier years which became executabtc in the niven vear — 
disregarding the year of the conviction: tints this values have been used 
for measuring the frequency of rctapse of the suspended.
As court statistics (toes not report the number os suspended recidi­
vists by the type of penalty, onty summarized, further compromises were 
to tie made in determining the rate of rctapses. namely an average rate 
shoutd tie apptied for atl penatties. supposing that ttie rate of rccidivi ts 
(toes not depend on the penatty.
Let us denote with /i, the number of convicts in a <dvcn vear. tbr 
wtiom the penatty of type i-th was sentenced, suspended, and wit!) / thc 
nundier of those convicts whose penatty was suspended tint became cxecut- 
abte in the given year, thus the rate of retapse of the suspended wit! tie
If this /1 vatue is regarded as the weight of the suspension, i. e. a tvpe of 
penatty with the weight /, in its suspended version woutd have the weight 
of/I/,, that would mean tha t  only executabtc penatties were taken into 
consideration and no suspended tint not executed penatties were taken 
into account at alt. Anyway, penatties not executed but suspended are also 
penatties: the crime committed has atso a weight, a danger for the society, 
even if the act itsetf has a smati weight, or the aim of the punishment can 
be reached without the execution of the punishment — due to the persona) 
characteristics ot the perpatrator. 'faking alt these into consideration, in 
the index the suspended penatties have been weighted by 2/i. As /1 is 
generally about a  vatue of b ) -  t.j percent, amt onty in a few cases of 
crimes against famity. youth and sexual moral, resp. some against perso­
na) property (toes it exceed 3<) percent. I deem 2b' to tie a reatistic vatue for 
tlie suspension.
One more comphmentary estimation has to be made, nametv sta tis­
tics does not distinguish fine as principat penatty by the sum into cate-
gories. Here the hypothesis was applied, tha t  the  share of penalties sus­
pended is equal in the two categories — under and above FT 1000— thus 
the number of the suspended in the individual categories has been de te r­
mined bv a proportionate division.
On the above considerations the categories of the court statistics, the 
empirical averages of the  categories — serving as "elementary weights" — 
as well as the symbols representing the number of tbe convicts belonging 
to  the individual categories are compiled it) the following table:
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Type ant! measure of the pena!ty momenta: y
weight
"/ b
H ea th  p e n a lty 3ft) " t -
Im p riso n m en t:
30 d v s-n p  to  3 m o n th s ! o..
3 —(1 m o n th s 4 'b
<! — ) 2 m o n th s 8 n,
! y e a r )2 a . 4-,
! — 2 years it;
2 years 24 o-
2 — 3 v a n ts 2s "s —
3 — 5 y ears 44 —
b — 8 years 72 "... —
8 — ! 2 years )22 —
!2 — !5 years ).n; —
More th a n  )3 years ISf) "i:. —
t'o rrec tio n a ! e d u ca tio n a l iah o n r
3 —(t m on ths 2 " n —
b ! 2 n o n !  hs 4 —
! y ear up to
! y ear ant! b m o n th s 7 "n; —
) y ear am ) ft m o n th s
op  to  2 years t " " n —
f in e
w ith  hearin g
f t  X K )-i'« H t i "is ''is
m ore th a n  !'*t iOOO 2 " o
w ith o u t hearin g
f t  l f t O - !<)<") t " j . 'b.,
m ore th a n  !*'t - ! b(K) 2 "it 'b ,
As the weight of the individual crimes can be considered as the m athe­
matical mean of the above elementary weights weighted with the frequ- 
enev of occurance, depending on whether the summarizing refers only to 
the  imprisonment of it is extended to correctional-educational labour, or 
also to the various cases of fine as main penalty, the following four types 
of weights can be ordered to each crime:
if solely imprisonment is considered
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if also correctional-educational la­
bour is taken into account
if fine as main penalty sentenced a t  
a hearing is also taken into account
if all types of main penalty are 
taken into account.
The calculation of the above weights has been performe exclusively 
by the main penalties disregarding the supplementary punishments.
Some experiments have been made in order to take into account the 
supplementary punishments, but due to the nature of the statistical in­
formation system, still more estimations have been to be applied than in 
the earlier. In the following I shall indicate with c the number of cases 
when no supplementary punishment were imposed. Thus, the  number of 
cases when any supplementary punishment were imposed can be calculat­
ed, namelv
but their distribution by the type
of the supplementary penalty cannot be determined in this way. As the 
types of penalty are rather heterogeneous, their significance and weight 
depends not only on the type of penalty but also on the personality of the 
convict, therefore its estimation could be done only on the basis of a sample 
survey. In lack oi this, for the sake of simpleness, all supplementary 
punishments have been taken into account by increasing the weight of 
the  main penalty by It) percent. Thus the above four types of weights 
modified by the supplementary punishment will be:
where
1 <  if solely imprisonment is considered
1 g  ¿g  17 if also correctional-educational labour is taken into account 
1 g  i g  19 if fine as main penalty sentenced a t  a  hearing is also taken 
into account
1 g  i g  21 if all types of main penalty are taken into account.
Finally, I tried to take into account the previous convictions as 
aggravating circumstance, too. In the courta ta tis tics  the  number of those 
validly sentenced earlier can be found for each crime — let us denote it 
with d — and the num ber  of those with previous convictions and not reha­
bilitated — let it be e. Taking previous convictions into account with 5 
percent, the  lack of rehabilitation 10 percent aggravating circumstance — 
as d includes e. too — the factor of relapse will be
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In this correction factor the persons rehabilitated are represented by 
once 5 percent, and those not rehabilitated by twice 5 percent, i. e. 10 
percent. Taking this factor into account, the weight of the crime linked to 
the  four tvnes of limit of summarization will be
where
1g  i g  13 if solely imprisonment is considered
1 g i g  17 if also correctional-educational labour is taken into acco­
unt
1 g i g  19 if fine as main penalty sentenced a t a hearing is also taken 
into account
1 g  i g  21 if all types of main penalty are taken into account.
By considering the 3-kinds of a r  model (including more and more 
factors) and the four types of limitation of the summarization, 12 weights 
for each crime — 24 values in two calendar years — could be calculated. 
Table 2. contains the minimal, the maximal and the median value of the 
12 r  values.
Dispersion of the weights
The well-grounded question has been raised whether the  numerical 
differences between the values calculated in 12 different ways are signifi­
cant, or the differences are ra ther of theoretical nature. For studying 
this problem the deviation of the series of weights — each containing 12 
members — to its median (standard deviation) has been calculated — 
denoted as usually with <7, as well the rate of these values related to  the 
median in percentage — denoted with u' as a relative index of the devia­
tion.
On the basis of the 91 items of the Nomenclature of crimes for the 
da ta  of two years 163 series of weights have been calculated (not all of the 
crimes occurred in both years!).
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y*aMe?
Sp„iri, „,i„n , i.„.- Ahn r Max r (! T
t O n sp ira cy , sedit ion 1 909 30. i 8 40,37 39,47 1,97 4,99
B t k l l O - 1 2 2 .  § 1971 s.hh 8,4< 8.40 0.23 2,75
S aim tayc. d e s tru c tio n , a ssass in a tio n ] 9f'.9 —
*5 B tk  1 2 4 -  12'i. S 1971 - - —
in c item en t Btt;ü !t.7!) i l .o : 10,41 0.43 4,33
& H tk 1 2 7 -1 2 8 . § 1971 i ) .'.)7 i3.t;o 12.93 (),H7 3,21
s I 'rc a so n .ttid ittg th e  en em y ,e sp io n a g e 190!) — —
B tk  1 2 9 - 1 3 1 .§ 1971 57.75 33,00 3.29 3,99
O tite r critnes agaiiis t th e  stat'* ]!MHt — — — —
B t k l 3 2 - 1 3 3 . § l!'7] s.(M) H,S(t S.*t) 0.40 3.23
t 'r im e s a g a in s t{ :e a c e a n d ! iu u ! :u n ty 1!)0!' — — — — —
B tk  1 3 3 -1 4 1 . § I'J7! 44 ..st; 49.34 49.34 2.59
T-l
D etnand ing  o r aect'])tittg  an  un law fu l
a d v en tag e 19<;9 7,41 8.9') 7,98 0,34 0,73
B t k i i o - i . i t t . x 0)71 ] 1.38 1 3.).!) 12.34 ? .!7
? !h'i!*cry 1 9)0) t.4 'i 1.38 !,5(t 2.00
= B t k l 3 1 - 1 3 2 . § 1971 2.30 2.83 2.38 0.18 t;,97
t rad in g  in in lh ten ce 0)'i<) 13.33 13.23 14.2''
—
u,55 3,SS
B tk  133. $ 0)71 ) 8.21 20.1 .8 19,48 0.82 4,22
O th e r c r itn e s in o ff ic e OX!!) ti.20 9.33 0,91 1.32 19,10
B tk  1 4 4 - 1 4 8 .$ 0)7) 7.14 9.09 7.22 0.84 1 1,03
= \ io ie n c e a g a in s ta t io f ! i e ia i  person ] 909 3.42 (i.2S 3.78 ".23 4,27
B tk  133.$ 0)7) (i.5!t 7.49 7.03 0.2<! 3,09
h tsn ltin g  at) a u th o r i tv o r  official
person l!Xi<) 1.83 2,33 2,0) 0,17 8,33
*= B tk  158. § 0)7i 2.13 2,02 2.40 0.17 7,0*
B r e a c h o f s e c re c y i t t  resp ec t o f  s ta te
sec re ts  at!d sec re ts o f  serv ice 1!)0!) 28.00 33,38 30,80 2,40 7,80
B t k l 0 0 - 1 0 2 . § 0 '7 I - - - - -
2 Crintes ag a in st litth ility  for tia tio ttal
5c defence ! 909 — — — — —
s B tk  1 h4 — !7 ! . § 0)71 - - -  ] - -
. = False acen sa tio n  m islead ing  at)
a u th o r i ty 1909 4,83 4,31 0,38 8,81
B tk  1 * 2 -1 7 3 . § 1971 3,99 4,80 4,41 0,23 5,25
S])<'<ifi<ati<mof(!№r!i!!!(' Afinr t ia x r Me.fr
— ^ t'a tse  te s tim o n y  su b o rn a tio n  oi w itnesses, cnnceafm ent o f  an  
oxcuij'a tinK  c ircu m stan ce 1009 2,4S 2,77 2.04 0,09 3,33
B tk  1 7 0 -1 7 9 .  132 !33. § o m 2.2! 2.3!) 2.3! t).ot; 2.39
i ttoo !.34 ),7o !.43 n .fd fi,7o
B tk  134.$ )97i i.07 2 .!0 !,33 0.17 9,23
= S B a rris te r 's  Cl'itne ] ittiO
B tk  !37. $ 1 t'7 l — - — —
Ë ^ O th e r. ! !)09 2.t'4 4.37 3.33 !,03 29,74
B tk  143. ) S 3 - [sit. ! 3 3 - 1 3 9 .  § 197! 3.00 s .n ; 0.Ü 4,02 32.00
C ausing ]mt)!ie d an g er, d is tu rb in g  
th " t ) ]x T a tio n « f" n rk s < ) t ] )u ! ) ! ic  
in te res t 1909 s.dt) 9.33 3,01 ".43 5,fid
B t k l 9 0 - 1 9 1 . i t i07i 3.44 0.33 t;.(H ft.02 8,65
t'r itn e  ag a in st tir* sa i'e ty  ni tra i t  ic )909 2.70 2,33 2,31 f).d2 0,7!
B tk  ! 9 2 - ! 9 3 .  § !97! 2.7d 2.37 2 31 d.do !,73
[ ) r iv in g a v e h i( ;)e w tte n < irn n k ! iff id i.32 2 .!7 1,91 0,19 9,94
t-< B t k ! 9 4 . $ !97! 1.10 !.93 1.33 o.23 14,39
M isuse o! * 'xnlosi\*os,l)!asti!^
ag en ts , fire  a rm s o r an m m n itio n !909 3.37 3.02 3.47 d ,ds 2.13
B t k ! 9 3 .§ !97i 4.dt; 4.33 4 ,)3 tf.ffs 2,00
t'n a u th o rix e d  crossing  o f  th e  
f ro n tie r .sn n tg g im g p o o p ie ] 909 s.3fi 9.27 3.03 0,29 3,33
B tk 2 o 3 - 2 o 4 .  2o0. § )97! !0 .0 ! ! ) .20 10.33 0.33 3,0!
r H*'fusa! to  re tu rn  to  hm neiiun! i 909 17,93 ! 9.37 19,13 b,(i7 3.4!)
B tk  2tt3. § i97! 22.22 24.23 24.19 !.13 4,03
incorrig ib le  unw ühngness to  w<rk !009 9,39 )o.32 9.!)2 0,52 3,23
B tk  2 i4 . § !97! 9.42 10.33 ! 0,01 0.30 5,0!
3j
Ot fence ag a in st th e  co m m u n ity . 
sp re a d i!!g o fd is< { u io tm g ru m o u rs !909 î,5 d !.9 ! 1,34 0,10 3,09
B t k 2 ! 7 - 2 ! 3 . § !97t !.74 2.29 2 .!7 0,21 9,07
fioofigattism !9ti9 4 ,!3 4,30 4,40 0,2! 4,77
B tk  219. § !97! 3.03 o.St) 3,30 o,22 4,0!
f  o rg ing  of official d o c tu n en ts !9fi9 1,3! 2 .So 2.43 0,30 14,31
B tk  2 2 0 - 2 2 ! .  § !97! !.74 2,32 2,33 0,33 13,90
F org ing  o f  p r iv a te  ilocum en ts !909 0,07 !,23 1,13 0,23 20,00
B tk  222. § !97! 0,90 !,34 1.51 0,23 13,34
Misuse o f  a d o c tu n en t !909 2,33 4 ,!0 3,40 0,0! 17,94
B tk  223. § !97! 2,70 12,09 0,47 10,03 105,00
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Min r Max r Med r
? "
a g i s  t. O th e r crim es ag a in s t p ub lic  se c u rity
^ c-7 a n d  pub lic  o rd e r 1969 3,13 4,65 4.01 0,49 12.21<H J-; -g C B tk  1 9 6 -2 0 2 ,  206, 2 0 7 - 2 1 3 ,
2 1 3 - 2 1 6 .  § 1971 4,67 5.70 5,16 0,31 3,99
In fr in g em en t o f  d u tie s  in connection  
w ith  th e  econom y 1969 1.34 0,75 0,76 100,83
B tk  224. § 1971 7,20 32,20 17,78 11,12 62,54
W aste fu l h u sb a n d ry 1969 — — — —
B tk  223. § 1971 - - - -
M isleading th e  o rg an s o f  th e  people 's
econom y, crim e in frin g in g  
d isc ip line  in in v es tm en ts  a n d  
fin an ce 1969 0,20 0,87 0,46 0,29 63,04
B tk  2 2 6 - 2 2 9 .  § 1971 - 2,10 ! ,R5 0,91 48,92
Crim es re la tin g  to  th e  q u a lity
O o f  in d u s tr ia l p ro d u c ts 1969 1,00 1,05 1,00 0,03 2,89
OO B tk  2 3 0 - 2 3 4 .  § 1971 - - _ - -
*b HritXTy 1969 3.82 5,74 4.62 0,78 16,88
O B tk  235. § 1971 4.47 7 77 6,30 1,23 19,52
& S p ecu la tio n , p ro fite erin g 1969 2,37 2,78 2,61 0,13 4,98
-§ B tk  236, 238. § 1971 3,81 4.74 4.26 0,33 7,75
g Crim es re la tin g  to  public  supplies 1969 1,29 1.38 1.33 0.02 1,50
S) B tk  240. § 1971 - - - - -
03C M oney forging 1969 — - - —
*K B tk  241 - 2 4 3 .  § 1971 8,00 8,40 8,40 0,23 2,73O
C rim es v io la tin g  foreign  ex change
co n tro l 1969 1,11 1.25 1.22 4,09
B tk  247. § 1971 1,71 3.69 2,83 0,S0 28,26
T a x  frau d 1969 0,04 1,43 0,81 0,36 69,13
B tk  246. § 1971 2.24 4,28 3,64 0,82 22,32
C ustom s d u ty 1969 0,10 1,13 0,70 0,43 61,42
B tk  249. § 1971 1.30 1,81 1,69 0,10 5,9!
O th e r crim es ag a in s t th e  people 's
econom y 1969 0,98 1,26 1.21 0,11 9,09
B tk  2 2 7 - 2 2 8 ,  237, 239, 243. $ 1971 1,91 2,26 2,11 0.10 4,73
M an slaugh ter 1969 94.67 103,03 102,71 4,83 4,70
ô g s B tk  233. § ( ! ) - ( 3 ) 1971 83.69 94,47 93,27 4,43 4,75
^  So "" In ten tio n  to  kill 1969 39.64 44,05 42,73 1,90 4,44
B tk  253. § ( l ) - ( 2 ) ,  234. § 1971 39,79 43,66 42,66 1,70 1,11
Sp(-< ¡fi( ation of the crime Min 7 Max r Med r
M an slau g h te r by  negligence 1969 4,73 4,83 4,78 0,04 0,83
B tk  233. § (4) 1971 1,96 1,97 1,96 0,00 0,21
M an slau g h te r co m m itte d  in th e  
h e a t o f  passion 1969 43,14 46,57 43,92 1,65 3,58
B tk  234. § 1971 33,56 35,63 34,76 0,88 2,54
P ro c u red  ab o rtio n 1969 2,68 3,92 3,4! 0,53 15,54
! B tk  233. § 1971 3,03 4,26 3,70 0,51 13,78
A ssau lt 1969 2.14 3.29 2,60 0,44 16,92
B tk  257. § ( i ) - ( 2 )  1. (2), b) p o in t 1971 2,49 4.63 3,28 0,84 25,00
G rievous b o d iiy  h a rm 1969 3,82 4,26 4,01 0,13 3,24
B tk  237. § (1), 2. ( 2 ) - ( 4 ) . 1971 4,41 4,85 4,62 0,13 2,73
G rievous b o d iiy  b a rm  b y  negligence 1969 0,68 0,93 0,79 0,10 12,65
B tk  257. § (1). 2.. (5) 1971 2,12 2,60 2.30 0,16 6.93
E n d an g e rin g  hv  failing  to  observe 
p rofessional reg u la tio n s 1969 1,42 2,18 2,00 0,29 14,50
O B tk  238. § (1) 1971 1,31 2,21 2,07 0,31 14,97
E n d an g e rin g  by  fa ilin g  to  observe 
professional reg u la tio n s  cau sin g  
g r ie c o u s b o d i lv h a rm 1969 1,36 2.14 2,09 0,36 17,22
s B tk  238. § (2) a) po in t !'.'7I 1,25 2.13 2.08 0.33 11,78
bt H n d a n g e r in g b y  fa iling  to  observe  
p rofessional reg u la tio n s  causing  
d e a th 1969 13,22 14,04 13,91 0,41 2,91
O B tk 2 5 R .§ ( 2 ) b ) p o i n t n m 13,34 14,50 14,36 0,47 3,29
E n d an g e rin g  by  fa iling  to  observe 
p rofessional reg u la tio n s  w ilfu lly 1969 9,67 10,64 10,44 0,46 4,43
B tk  238. § (3) 1971 7,20 7,99 7,75 0,35 4,50
O m ission to  lend  a ssistan ce 1969 3,81 5,01 4,16 0,46 11,03
B tk  2 5 9 .$ 1971 3,32 3,89 3,58 0,21 5,80
O th e r  c rim es e n d an g e rin g  life 
an d  h e a lth 1969 0,20 0,20 0,20 0,00 1,15
B tk  253, 26 0 .§ 4971 0,80 0,80 0,80 - -
S lan d er 1969 0,67 1,85 1,75 0,05 2,85
B tk  266. § 1971 - 0,76 0,35 103,03
! L ibel 1969 0,42 0,95 0,88 0,21 23,86
} B tk  266 .§ 1971 1,02 1,70 1,16 0,25 21,15
1 O th e r crim es ag a in s t h u m an  
freedom  a n d  d ig n ity 1969 1,83 2,43 2,13 0,23 10,79
B tk  2 6 1 - 2 6 8 .§ 1971 2,04 2,55 2,30 0,18 7,82
5  ANNALES — Scctio h n id ica  — Tonius X V IÎ.
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* p ,.ifi.a th „ ,o f, Min r Max T T
l
f 'r im e a g a in s ty o u th ) 909 4,7!) 3,22 4,90 0 ,)3 2,03
B tk  274. § !97! 3,44 5,S7 5,56 0 ,)4 2,54
= X egiect ni m a in ten an ce ! 909 3,44 3,09 3.0f 0 ,)3 3.0!
§ B tk  2 7 3 .§ !!)7! 3.00 4,tt3 3,79 O.) ) 2.90
O th e r crim es against tite fam ü y
= anc) v au t h ) 909 3,22 3,!)9 4,03 !,0 ) 24,93
B tk  271 — 273. $ B)7! !,21 !.0<! ] .4 t 0,20 10.43
B a pe 1909 32,4<) 30.30 33.04 ),03 4,70
? B tk 276. $ !97! 35.56 46.6S 30.73 ),97 5,6S
T tn d ecen t a ssnu lt ! 666 ! t;,3<i !7,'.)0 17,3" 0,0! 3.34
B tk  2*7. ^ li)7) !0.0! ]9,79 !9,3! 6.S6 4.10
C orrup tion 190!) !4,34 )3,72 )4,99 0.44 2,93
B tk  2 0 0 - 2 0 1 .  § H)7) !3,03 ]7,04 ! 5.S6 0,01 3..07
ï'ro tess io n a t p ro s titu tio n ! 909 7,04 0,24 7,54 ",33 4,03
s B tk  2 0 3 - 2 0 3 .  § ]!)7t 7 90 !).03 0,34 0,43 4,90
O th e r crim es against sex u a i m urais ! 909 !).!)2 ! !,20 )0,5'.' 6,46 3,02
B tk  2 7 0 - 2 7 9 .  2o2, 2 o0 - 2 os. $ 197! [!!,!)() ) 3,49 12.3) 0.77 0.19
l'h eft 1909 7,9o 9.03 0,49 0,30 3,94
B 'k  2 ! ') , 293. § 1971 s ,24 [0,09 0,03 n.55 0.22
B m iiex/iem ent Btti!) 6,67 0.90 0,39 0.24 3.03
B tk  292, 293. § !!'71 6,65 7.0] 0,39 0.20 4,43
Fra ttd ! 909 7,44 S,5 ! 7,94 0.3" 3.0!
B tk  293. 293. $ t!<7! 9.0! H .3 ) !",43 n.56 4,79
? M aiversation !909 !,03 2.oo 2.02 0 .)9 6,42
$ B tk  294, 293. § !97! t;,sn s ,77 7 .)0 6 . SU !!,2 0
- J X egiigent m anagem etît ^6t^6 0.42 ),39 ).30 0.47 34.33
y B t k 2 ! ) S .§ ( ] ) - ( 2 ) ! 971 !.77 2.37 2.2t' 0.22 10,0't
Tjg t 'o h b e ry 1 909 ]4,07 !3,9I )3 ,)0 0,32 3.44
5. B tk  299. § t!)7 ! 4 i.57 30.9o 40,3!' 2.07 5 ,5  !
? B e a e iv in g g o o d su n !a \\iu !!y o !) ta in e ti 190!) 2,04 2.07 2,77 6.67 2.49
.= B t k 3 d ] § ( i ) .  ( 3 ) - ( 4 ) . !9 7 ! 2,74 2,93 2 , S I 6 .6 6 2,27
W'iiiui t!a!nage 1909 2,K2 3 ,0  s 3,66 6,37 ! !,97
B tk  3"2. § ¡9 7 ! 2,6n 2,90 2 ,o o o , ) ] 3.92
Crintes oi iesser in n )o rtance ttttitt 0 ,3 0 !,03 ),4I ".43, 30,49
B tk 303. § !97! 6,47 1,77 ),4o 0.42 2 s ,; i7
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Specification of the crime Maxr Medr °
O m ission to  re p o rt  a  crim e to  th e
*= =! p re ju d ice  o f  social p ro p e rly 1909 - 2,05 1,54 0,80 51,94
У ? B tk  308. § ]0 7 t - 1,90 1,48 0,72 4S,64
g O th e r 1909 2,00 4,18 3,30 0,47 14,24
Ht к  207, 304. §. )066. t6 .  tv r ,  38.
30. $ )97l 2,90 4,50 3.55 0,50 14,08
T h e ft 1009 10,57 12,49 11,25 (',57 5,06
H t k 2 0 t ,2 0 6 .  § ]97i 11,08 13,07 11.70 0,00 5,08
E m b ezz lem en t !909 7,33 9,20 8,11 0,52 0,44
B tk  202, 296. § )97i 7,SS 9,59 Й.05 0.48 5,52
F rau d ! 909 11,31 13,35 12,08 0,02 5,12
B tk  203, 200. § t97) 14,83 i 7,45 10,18 0.84 5.10
0 ^ ta iv e rsa tio n 1960 — —
B tk  204, 200. § !97t - 4,00 4,00 2.00 50,00
X egiigen t m an ag em en t ] 9<i0 - — —
B tk  208. (3) 1971 - - - — —
B o b b ery t0(i9 33,90 38,09 30,S7 1,93 5,24
- B tk  200. ( l ) - ( 3 ) 1971 34,04 39,00 37,20 2.10 5,03
jS H iackm ail !909 10,14 11,13 10,01 c,40 3,7S
B tk  300. )97) 11,11 13,50 12.42 0,72 5,83
=3 R eceiv ing  goods u n b tw i\iH y o l)ta in ed ] OtiO 3,41 4,02 3,66 0,18 4,91
B t k 3 0 l . ( t ) - ( 2 ) t97] 4,97 0,25 5,30 0,41 7.59
W iifu! d am age i 009 2,00 2.49 2,23 0,13 5.82
B tk  302. )97i 2,83 4.34 3,53 0.52 14,73
Crim es o f lesser im p o rta n ce Ю09 1,33 1,00 1,45 0.10 0,89
B tk  303. Ю7) 1.71 2,35 2.13 0 28 13.14
O th e r, moo 3,24 4,71 3,93 0,49 10,94
B tk  297. 3 0 4 - 3 0 7 ,  i960 , tv r ,  38.
30. § 197) 3,28 4,70 3,95 0,42 10.03
From the table 2. can see th a t the deviation among the vaines of the 
series of weights is not significant, a t ieast a t most of the  crimes. At 71.1 
percent of the series (in ll(i cases) the standard  deviation is iess than  0.0 
and a t 25 ! percent (in 41 cases) it is iess than  0.2. Onty in 23 cases is the 
deviation greater than  1, and in only 10 cases does it exceed 2. Among 
these 10 cases oniy crimes of smaii frequency are to  he fourni and th ey  
judged very specifically.(Tabie 2.)
The relative deviation coefficient or' is less than  12 percent a t 73.0 
percent of the series of weights (in 110 cases), anti it is even less th an  3 per-
cent a t  13.6 percent (in 23 cases). Only in H) cases does the deviation 
coefficient exceed 24 percent, namely atways in the case of crimes of smat) 
weight , where aiso the penatty  is small, the medium of the weights is aiso 
small, and thus even if is small, its relative ra te  to the median may he 
ra the r great.
The following table 3 shows the distribution of the crimes by the 
standard  deviation and relative deviation coefficient of the series of 
weights determ ining the wight of the crime.
Crimes by the s tan d ard  deviation and d e t ia t io n  coeHieient n! t h r i r  weights
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The analysis of the series of weights
Experiencing rather small deviation among the individual series of 
weights — excepted a few crimes — the question has been raised, how are 
the values arranged within the series, and whether this situation of thc 
values is characteristic for the crime given, or not.
Let us s ta r t form the models establishing the weights. Four-four 
weights were calculated from the same form ula, changing only the upper 
limit of the sum m arization. Thus, 6 fours of figures belong to  each crime, 
th a t is the 24 weights can be classified into 6 groups. If  we choose such a 
quaternary , relating to its first value (gained by a summ arizing between 
1 13), the second value (1 i? t ^ 17) can be the same, more, or less than
it, i. e. there are three possibilities. I f  the th ird  value is related to the 
second one, again the 3 form er possibilities exist, thus, for relating the 
first 3 weights to  each other, 3- =  « possibilities can be imagined. Finally, 
the fourth value can be related to the third one again in 3 ways, i. e. when 
analysing a series of weights consisting of four weights, 3 ' = 27  variatons 
can be imagined in the aspect of increase-decrease-stagnation. These 27 
variations of the series of weights can be presented graphically, too (F ig .l), 
where the weights are m arked with «-circles, the increase with a rising-, 
the decrease with a falling-, the stagnation with a horizontal line ( The figu­
res a t the type mark the serial num ber of the type.) From  among the  27 
possible types !) do not occur at all. namely those m arked on the  graph
; 0,00-2.99 3.00-3,99 0,00-11.99 12.00-23.99 24.00 T<d:d
0,00 -  0, t 9 is to )2 t - 4t
6,20-0,39 2 )4 t2 2 37
0,40-0,59 2 to s 3 3 s
0.60-0,99 ] to 4 3 0 24
t .00 - - t4 t 2 0 23
l ot ni 23 04 32 23 to )03
with 3. 6. If', Hi, 18. 22. 23. 24 am) 27. type 8 occurs with the greatest 
frequency. 165 (33.7 percent) from among the 48!) quanternaries examined 
the frequency of the occurrance of the o ther types is the following:
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This grouping shows only the frequencies of the occurence of the curves of 
different type, hut it does not enhghten how the types are linked to the 
type of the crime. The relation of the type of crime to the type of the 
curves lias been first investigated quantitatively, later qualitatively, too.
In general, 6 quaternaries, i. e. 6 curves belong to  each crime, excep­
tionally only 3, when the crime occurred onlv in one of the two vears 
examined. The stab ility  of the principles of imposing of punishm ent in 
the practice of judging a crime manifests itself if among the 6 or 3 resp. 
curves many belong to the same type. Analysing the crimes from this 
aspect one can see th a t in the case of 38 crimes all six curves are of the 
same type: in two cases when the crimes occurred only in one of the two 
years also all curves arc of the same type. For further 26 crimes 3 — 3 
curves are of the same type, for 4 crimes 5 sim ilar and 1 different types 
were found. For two crimes 4:2, and for one 2:1 is the rate  of the frequen­
cies of the identical and different types of the curves. Among all crimes 
only 8 were found which had 3 different types of curves among the 6: their 
rate  of occurrence was 3:2:1.
In the following we shall investigate which crimes do have curves 
showing stability and which are those in the system of weights at which 
several types of curves can be found.
In the following list on the first places are the crimes determined by 
an only type of curve, grouped by the type of curve. These are followed by 
crimes the system of weight of which includes two types of curves, and 
lastly there are the crimes with three curves.
Before presenting the list it should be noted tha t in some cases the 
presence of two or three curves does not mean a very heterogeneous system 
of weights either, as it may happen — and often it even happens — tha t
the  two curves differ from each other in an only section, otherwise thev  
cover cacti other. This observation led to  the measurement of homo­
geneity among crimes of two and three curves.
Three stages of the curves were distinguished for the sake of m easur­
ing homogeneity. The deviation of the two curves within one stage can be 
0, 1 or 2 units.
I f  the two stages cover each other 0
if a stage of increase-stagnation or stagnation-decrease cover 
each other I
and if a stage of increase and one of decrease cover each 
other 2
units of deviation are taken. Relying upon this consideration the devia­
tion of the line-pairs consisting of three stages can be maximum  2'' =  8 
units. Expressed these values in percentage, the homogeneity of the curves 
can be characterised by the values of tire following list:
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The following table 4 contains beside the types of curves and types of 
crimes the degree of the homogeneity of the types of curves, too.
TaMe /.
Types of the scries of  weights 7.
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Evidently*, the homogeneity of the types with one curve is 100 per­
cent, these are m ainly the most stable and the gravest crimes. Among 
types with two curves there are also types of great homogeneity, tints e.g. 
in the case of endangering life and health, causing death , by failing to  
observe professional regulations, indecent assault, procured abortion atid 
some o ther crimes, the homogeneity is 87,5 percent.
Summarizing by the degree of homogeneity, from among the 86 crimes
45 show a  homogeneity of 100 percent,
27 show a homogeneity of 75 — 99 percent,
8 show a  homogeneity of 50—74 percent,
6 show a homogeneity less than  49 percent,
indicating tha t the majority of the crimes is well characterized by the 
curves of their system of weights.
Finally, for the sake of completeness, I  examined how the curves of 
the system of weights of the crimes are related to the devi ation indices of
TaMe 3
Average tiomogeneity by ([aviation am) ([aviation cocUicirnt
—  _______ 0 ,0 0 - 2.99 3.0 0 - 5.99 6 .0 0 - 11,99 [2 .0 0 - 23.99 2 4 .0 0 -
0,00 -  0. [ 9 86.8 73.8 79.2 37 5
0 ,2 0 - 0  39 [00,0 96,4 80,4 79,2 43.7
0 .4 0 - 0 .3 9 93,8 90,6 96,8 92,8 52.5
0 ,6 0 -0 ,9 9 !00,0 85 0 78. [ 66.7 68.7
! , 0 0 - 89,3 [00,0 87.5 89,6
the series of weights. The fotiowing tabic 5 presents the average of the 
degree of homogeneity of the crimes classified by their deviation and 
deviation coefficient.
From  the tabie one can read th a t the deviation indices and the  
degree of concentration show a firm negative co rrec tion , the greater are 
the deviation indices the sandier are the rates of concentration.
Criminality indices for the years 1969— 1971
As the weights of crimes determ ining their significance and social 
dangerareava iiab ie  for the years 1969 and 1971 — even in 12 variations — 
there is no obstacie of determ ining the indices of the 1!)71 d a ta  as reference 
period to  those of 196!) as basis period. For the above periods both the cri- 
m inaiitv indices and the voiume indices of crim inaiity as weii as the index 
of penal-policy can be calculated; and the two la tte r ones can be weighted 
even with the weights of either period. Let / 1 mean the num ber of 
convicts for crime in the year /, where / can tie 1969 or 1971. and 
means a t each vaiue of and / ttie earlier
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lu rther let mean anyone ol the weights oi crime A* in the year /.
Using these symbols the crim inality index of the year 1971 related to  
1969 will be:
I f  only the change of volume of crim inality should be measured and 
the results are wanted to  be made independent of the changes of the 
weights, then the same system  of weights should be used for both years, 
namely either tha t of the accounting period :
or the system of weights for the basis period:
Finally, if we w ant to  indicate the  changes of the judicial practice with the 
index, then we have to  take the num ber of condemned as stable inbath
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periods. This penat-pohtica) index weighted with the num ber ot the con­
victs of the reference period wit! be
and when weighting with the num ber ot convicts ot the basis period, it win 
be
Among the five kinds of indices the two wett-known interreiations 
e x is t:
AH the five indices can be calculated with either of the 12 r  values produc­
ed earlier. The following table IS contains the crim inality — volume and 
penal-policy indices calculated with the 12 kinds nf values.
ind ices oi c rim inn iity . \ohmn* and pcmU-pniicy
From the table one can read, th a t both the volume of crim inality and 
the weight of the penalties increased during the period given, according to 
the  evidence of the values of and namely the volume by 7 - 8  percent 
and the weight of the crimes bv 8 — 1<< percent. In the same tim e shows 
an increase of 17 — 18 percent.
Type of b '.  7,
T„ i < 117,34 1 Os.33 10S,3" i 07,35 100,20
i <  ! 7 117.34 10S.02 10S.30 107,S3 100,10
i <  10 117.1!) 10S.O3 10S.4S ! 07,27 100,24
i <  21 117,37 107.31 109.3S
b , i <  t:t ! IS ,31 10S.42 100,31 107.3S 110,37
i <  17 11S.43 10S,00 100,01 107,70 100,OS
i <  10 117,93 10S.03 100.13 107,10 110,03
i <  21 US,OS 10S.11 100.22 107.24 1 10,10
r, i < 1 3 117.00 10S.31 10s ,01 107,32 109,01
i -s: 17 117,04 1 os.33 m s ,o s 107,02 100.30
i <  HI 117.00 107,00 10S,S0 107,00 109,OS
i <  21 117,03 IDS,01 m s ,0 l 107,17 100,77
I deem th a t finding to  he more significant th a t considering anv one o f 
the 5 indices the eaten)ations performed with the 12 kinds of r values 
cause hardly any difference in the values of the indices: in all cases the 
difference is 1 percent or less indicating th a t anyone of the 12 values may­
be regarded as the weight of the crime, the value of the index will lie 
essentially the same.
Index-series concerning the validly condemned
The weigl ts determ ined earlier can he used not only for calculating 
indices regarding two years but also for analysing longer tim e series of 
crim inality if we content ourselves with applying unchanged weights. In 
th is case, naturally , only the volume of crim inality can he measured and 
the calculation of the general crim inality index as well as th a t of penal 
policy should he abandoned.
As it is obvious from the above said among the 24 kinds of r  values 
and among the indices calculated with them  hardly any difference can be 
observed, therefore it is not necessary to  perform the investigations in so 
many variations.
F u rther calculations have been performed with three weights for 
each crime, i. e. with a minimal, with a maximal and with a median weight. 
The determ ination of these has been done bv the following wav: the 
arithm etical mean of the minimal r  values for the years 196!) and 1971 has 
been calculated: and the ten-folds of this value has been considered as 
the minimal value of the weights. (The m ultiplication by lb was applied 
for the sake ofelim inating the decimals — and where it was necessarv, a 
rounding was made -  however, the m ultiplication by 1" has no significan­
ce in calculating indices, as it refers both to  the num erator and the deno- 
m ina to rdT heca lcu la tion  of the median and maximal weights has been 
performed in the same way.
Tor calculating the index-series the weights of the years 1069— 1971 
have been applied as constant weights. The use of constant weights raised 
problems of application, namely the official court statistics presents the 
num ber of convicts in different grouping in the years other than 1969 and 
1971. The nom enclature of crimes became more detailed during one de­
cade. and especially the year 1964 brought many changes in the nomen­
clature — obviously as the consequence of the new Penal Code coming 
into force. Thus Ihc tim e series of certain crimes are available onlv from 
1964. other ones from 196". <<n. Some kinds of crimes are reported earlier 
together and only from 19(14 on detailed tim e series are available. In such 
cases estim ations were performed using weighted arithm etical means.
Hstimat ions were to  be used also in such cases when a crime did not 
occur in 1969 or 1971 either, i. e. no calculated weight was available. In 
such cases, if an occurrence of the crime could be found in a longer time 
scries a weight of an other crime with a similar penalty prescribed in the 
Penal Code was chosen.
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The application of this m ethod is justified also by the consideration 
th a t if a crime did not occur in 1969 and 1971. it is probable th a t it occur­
red with a small frequency in other years, too, and thus the estim ated 
value of the weight will not cause any distortion in the index.
H aving used the weights discussed above three series of chain in­
dices and three series of basis indices have been compiled with the minimal 
the  m axim al and the median weights. The aggregates of the chain-index - 
series are expressed in the percentage of the aggregate of the preceding 
year. In calculating the basis index-series for the years 1961 — 1963 the 
year I960 was taken as basis, while tha t for the years 1965— 1969 the 
year of the enactm ent of the Penal Code: 1964. These series are presented 
in table 7.
index series reimrdnn? the condem ned
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The series of indices show the increase of crim inality in the periods 
when the changes of law do not d istort the tim e series, i. e. in 1960— 1962 
and 1964 — 1967. The great decrease in 1963 can be explained [tartly by 
the am nesty in 1963. [tartly be the enactm ent of the Penal Code, in con­
sequence of which a significant ¡¡art of the lawsuits were passing through 
to the year 1964. The illusory decrease in 1963 and 1969 is the consequence 
of the legal order Xo 16 of 1966 and the Law of 1968 directing the legal 
process to the scope of petty  offences in the case of crimes against property 
causing a damage of Ft 200 — 500.
Index series regarding perpetrators
In the above said the system of weights — based on the sentences of 
courts — were applied only for calculating indices from the  tim e series of
Year
Chnin-imi-.x-smi^ (!!M() !H(H - 100 %
'"'<u).!t";l with w.'iKht
median HlHXiitlU") minimum maximum
tooo 100,0 100.0 100.0
1901 110,0 110.4 ] ]0.4 110.0 110,4 1 10.4
1902 ) 0S.2 ]0S.') 10S.2 119.0 119,2 1 19,3
!!)<;3 (IS,! ()H,0 07.9 S l.l S1,0 S I ,2
1904 130,3 133.S 130,3 !()().() 100.0 100.0 '
] 903 117.4 n o , s i ] 7.S 117.4 110.S 117.S
] 900 )()9,<t 109.3 109.0 127,9 127,9 12S.3
1907 101,3 t o t . 9 10),4 129,9 1 30,3 130.1
l ¡n;s S],0 S2.0 S1.4 100.0 100.S 103,9
1 909 93.2 92.4 93,3 9 s .s HK.o 9S,S
)9 7 " 9 ).4 91.0 90.S 90.3 90.3 39,S
1971 110.2 ! )3.2 110,9 lo s .3 104,1 104,9
Chain index antics (i9(i".= i09
Year
'-""tinted with wciKht
median minimum maximum median minimum maximum
1 955 !()(),() !()(),()
mtit; i<)3,5 i«3,S i"3 ,l 193,5 193.S ]"3 .i
1957 SS,2 HS,3 HH,2 9 i,3 9i.7 91,9
] 95s SX,ft HH,5 SS,5 K0.9 S1.2 S9,5
1999 192,5 i92,2 192,4 S3,9 S2.9 S2,4
i97" 92,5 92,5 92.4 7(i,S 79.7 75,2
)97t 113.3 H3.1 H3.4 H7,9 K9,7 M6,4
1972 97,9 97,5 97,1 S4,4 S4,9 H3,s
court statistics concerning the condemned. The idea may he raised whet­
her the same system of weights may he applied for data of statistics of 
police and attorney's office — e.g. for time series of perpetrators — or not. 
Two fjuestions should be answered in this matter, namely
1) may the same weights he applied or are they to he reduced pro­
portionately ?
2) may the two nomenclatures of crimes he parallelled. or not ?
Ad 1) The multitude of perpetrators included in police-attorney's 
statistics issignificantly greaterthan that of the validly condemned, and it 
cannot he stated that the weight of the crimes committed by the perpet­
rators would he the same as that of the same crimes committed hv the 
validlv condemned. Surely, those committers who will not become con­
victs are mainly such persons whose crimes are not so dangerous lor the 
society that the penal proceedings should he necessarily conducted! against 
them, or the act of accusing docs not happen because the attorney verifies 
that the action had been not a crime, or if still so, it had been committed 
not by the charged. From all these it follows that the average weight of the 
crimes of the perpetrators is smaller than the average weight of the con­
demned. However, if all weights would be reduced by a proportion factor, 
both the numerator and the denominator of the index could be devideel by 
this factor, thus the valueofthe index would be the same as that calculat­
ed with the original system of weights.
At! 2) As it is known criminality data are not presented by an identi­
cal nomenclature in police —attorney's statistics and in court statistics, in 
harmonizing the two kinds of nomenclatures for the present study it was 
necessarv to adopt the nomenclature of the courts, as the construction of 
the svstem of weights hail been made, necessarily, on the basis of the 
court's nomenclature. As the nomenclature of [«dice and attorney's < If ice 
is more detailed, the harmonization could be done by simple grouping 
and combination.
?'«?</<? #
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Taking the above said into consideration the index series for perpet­
rators were caicuiatcd with 3 — 3 stable weights. The series of chain in­
dices make the comparison possibie for the period between 1966 ami 1972 
with the preceding years, the basis index series express the aggregates for 
t)ie period between 1966— 1972 in the percentage of the aggregate of 1965.
The basis index series and the chain index series are shown in tabic 8.
The decrease in the basis index series can be explained partiv  by the 
enactm ent of the Law I of 1968. partly  by the legal order Mo 7 of 1970 
concerning general pardon.
Combined series for police-, attorney's — and court indices
Finally, I utilized the indices for comparing the criminal-statistical 
data  of the police and attronev's office with those of the courts. The 
comparison refers to the data of the same year, in spite of the fact known 
tha t the data of the same year in the two reference systems do not ¡elude 
the same perpetrators and convicts, as — due to the different observation 
period — the two time series are deffercd in date.
Combinative indices were constructed by placing the aggregates of 
the condemned in the num erator and that of the perpetrators of the same 
vear in the  denom inator. Table 9 contains the com binative index series. 
The values of these indices show a significant stability  — significantly 
greater than  the index series of the police-attorney's statistics or those of 
the  court statistics either. This fact indicates th a t the comparison perform ­
ed between the d a ta  of the same year does not cause significant d isto r­
tion.
7'nMe .7
C om binative index series eoneern ing  perp e tra to rs  — conviets
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The com binative tim e series indicate th a t the changes in the volume 
of crim inality have relatively small influence on the "falling o f f ' occurr­
ing in certain phases of the penal proceedings. About 69 percent of pe r­
petra to rs reported in police-attorney's statistics become validly condem-
6 AXXALHS — Set tin hnidha — Tomas XV!!.
Y ear
Combined index seties e ah u ia ted  w ith
Median weight Minima) iveiKbt M axima! w eight
196 5 6 0 ,0 5 9 ,3 5 9 ,8
1966 63 ,1 6 2 ,7 6 3 ,2
1967 7 2 .7 7 2 .4 7 2 ,7
1 9 6 8 6 7 ,0 6 7 ,0 6 6 .8
1 9 6 9 6 0 ,8 6 0 .6 6 0 .9
19 7 0 60,1 6 0 ,0 3 9 .9
1971 6 1 ,7 6 1 .2 (U ,7
mcd, ¡tud this ittte is rattier constant throughout the 7 years examined. 
White the indices of the basis index series catcutated from the cou rt- 
statistics show a ftuctuation of about 40 percent (table 7), those of the  
police-attorney's statistics nearty 30 percent (tabie 8) in ttie same seven 
years, the ftuctuation in the combined index series does not exceed 13 per­
cent . in an onty year it reaches 13 percent, the year 1067 produced an o u t­
standing value, in att o ther years a ftuctuation of hardly 7 percent can be 
observed. The outstanding vatue of ]967 can be exptained bv ttie fact th a t 
the tegat order No 10 of I960 begins to make its inftuence fett already in 
1967, which tegat regutation directed the crimes against property causing a 
damage of t 't  2<m —500 into ttie scope of petty  offences and atso it created 
the institution of the "reprim and" as one way of the refusât of fact-finding 
investigation, and those rebuked are not inctuded in the officiât criminal 
statistics. In  consequence of this the basis indices of 1967 are values of 
about 91 — 92 percent. On ttie contrary, in court sta tistics for 1967 basis 
indices are about 129— 131 percent and ttie virtual decresse of crim inality 
can tie observed onty after ttie enactm ent of Law 1. of 1968; in 1968 ttie 
basis index is stitt 105—167 percent and for 1969 it decreases atready to  
98 — 99 percent.
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L 'é tu d e  a p o u r b u t d 'é la b o re r  un  sy s tèm e  s ta tis t iq u e  m e su ra n t en  d eh o rs  d u  c h a n g e ­
m e n t d u  vo lum e de la c rim in a lité  le d an g er des a c te s  com m is p o u r  la  so c ié té  e t  le ch an g e - 
n ien t de la p o litiq u e  crim inelle .
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P o u r la m esura  de  la  c r im in a lité  l 'a u te u r  em plo ie  les tro is  ty p e s  fo n d a m e n ta u x  
su iv a n ts :
fb  ind ice  d e l à  c rim in a lité
/v  indice de  vo lum e
fp  indice de la p o l i t iq u e  crim inelle .
Le ca lcu l de  l 'in d e x  a p o u r  base  de  fo rm er un  sy s tèm e  de p o ids a p p liq u é  a u x  d iv e rses  
in frac tio n s . L 'in d e x  n 'e s t  d e s tin é  à  m esu re r en tiè re m en t la c r im in a lité  que  si les d iv e rs  
p o id s  c a ra c té ris e n t bien les in fra c tio n s  in d iv iduelles en  e x p r im a n t la  m esu re  d u  p ré ju d ice  
o u  de  la lésion  cau sés p a r  celles-ci, c 'e s t-à -d ire  que si les p o id s so n t en  p ro p o rtio n  av ec  le 
d a n g e r  des in fra c tio n s  com m ises p o u r  la société.
A u m o y en  de 3 ty p e s  de  po ids, de  4 so rte s  de  to ta lis a tio n  l 'a u te u r  a  p ré v u  12 so rte s  
île p o id s  p o u r  ch aq u e  in frac tio n  e t  24 p o id s en  c a lcu la n t les d o n n ées  de 2 an s.
L 'a u te u r  ex am in e  la d ispersion  d es so rte s  de  p o id s ap p liq u é s  à  ch acu n e  des in fra c ­
tio n s  en  p re n a n t o r  co n sid é ra tio n  de  un  an  te  en se se rv a n t  des index  de d ispersion  ab so lue  
e t re la tiv e .
A la su ite  de  la  m esure  de  la d ispersion  l 'a u te u r  ex am in e  c o m m en t les v a le u rs  des 
4 so r te s  de p o id s ¡requises a u  m oyen  de q uelques fo rm u les se r a p p o r te n t  les u n es au x  
a u tre s  à  l 'é g a rd  de  l 'a u g m e n ta tio n , de la d im in u tio n  o u  de  la  s ta g n a tio n .
Un conclusion  l 'é tu d e  t ra i te  de  ht p ro d u c tio n  fies in d ex  ou  b ien  d es  séries d 'in d e x .
КОНЛЧИН, НАДЬ КАТАЛИН 
Доцент
И Н Д Е К С Ы  ПРЕСТУПНОСТИ
(РЕСЮ.ИЕ)
Предметом научной работы является разработки такого статистическою 
метода, который кроме изменении объема преступности измеряет и общественную 
опасности совершенных деянии а также изменения уголовной политики.
Для измерения преступности автор применяет следующие тины индекса:
I,, индекс преступности
]« индекс объема
К-п индекс уголовной политики
Основой вычислении индекса является создание весовой системы при отдель­
ных преступлениях. Индекс способен измерить преступность в полной ее мерс 
только в том случае, если отдельные весы правильно характеризуют индивидуаль­
ные преступления, выражают величину оказанного ими вреда, т. е. если весы про­
порциональны общественной опасности совершенных преступлений.
Посредством трех весовых типов и четырех лимитов суммирования автор на­
правил к каждому преступлению 12 весоь, а учитывая данные 2 лет, 24 веса.
Автор рассматривает дисперсию 12 весов, учитывая один год, при помощи 
абсолютных п релатнвных показателей дисперсии.
После измерения дисперсии рассматривает, как относятся друг к другу стои­
мости четырех весов, установленных в отдельных формулах с точки зрении их по­
вышения, понижения нста1нанпн.
В конце работы устанавливает индексы и ряды индексов.
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